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AROUSAL ODE() COMPONENTS IN TELEVISION PROGRAMMING:
FORK ACTITLIT AND VIOLENT CONTENT

Research examining the relationship between television viewing and

aggressive behavior can be summarized as belonging to one of three basic

kinds of theoretical models: The Catharsis Model, or the reduction of

aggression through vicarious participation in television violence (cf.

Feshbach, 1971; Feshbach and Singer, 1971); the Facilitation Model featuring

legitimization or learning of aggression from television violence (cf. Ban

dura, Ross and Ross, 1963; Berkowitz. Corwin and Hieronimus, 1963; McLeod,

Atkin and Chaffee, 1971); and the Arousal Model which considers television

programming as an agent of arousal, generating a predisposition to action,

with the nature of the action being shaped by situational faCtors (cf. Tan

nenbaum, 1971; Zillman, 1971; Ziliman, et al., 1974).

All these paradigms consider only the content of the programming. Recent

research findngs (Krull and Watt, 1973; Watt, 1'-'73) have indicated that an

elaboration of the Arousal Model to consider the form or stimulus character

istics of the programming is necessary to more completely explain the con

sistently found link between the viewing of violent television fare and

aggressive behavior.

In this researcn, it was hypothesized that the cognitive difficulty in

volved in decoding a communication which involves rapidly changing visual and

auditory events might generate arousal in the viewer. If the Arousal Model

holds, this arousal might be transferred into increased levels of aggressiveness.

A previously developed contentfree measure of form complexity, (Watt and

Krull, 19(4) based on Information Tneory, was used as a measure of the form

arousal potential of prof-Taming'. This permitted the contrasting the three

models, and lead to these general conclusions:
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1. The Catharsis Model was not supported.

2. The Facilitation Model was supported, and found to be operating
independently of the Arousal Model.

3. The Arousal Model, when the agent of arousal was considered to be

only the form characteristics of tne programming, was supported

and found to be operating independently of the Facilitation Model.

There were two'basic problems with this research. First, the link between

the form characteristics of the programming and the arousal of the viewer was

assumed, based on similar but not identical findings reported in the literature.

Second, the effects of arousal due to the form of the program could not be

separated from the effects of arousal due to the content of the program. In

Tannenbaum's formulation of the Arousal Model, all arousal effects are assumed

to be the result of emotional reactions to the overt content of the communication.

Other studies have also found indications of the arousal' potential of

violent communications. Zillman, et al. (1974) found significant differences

in heart rate and blood pressure between neutral communications and violent com-

munications. They also found evidence of greater arousal as a result of viewing

an erotic communication, and observed that the higher arousal condition was

associated with an increased level of aggressiveness. Interestingly, the heart

rate observed for erotic communications was significantly higher than that

observed for neutral communications, while the heart rate for the violent com-

munication was significantly lower. This parallels the data of Wotring and

Porter (1974). Wotring and Porter found evidence of positive heart rate gains

in viewers of violent programming in which the consequences of the violence

were not shown. When the bloody consequences were shown, heart rate decreases

were found. Wotring and Porter attribute this effect to inhibition resulting

from exposure to tne explicit consequences of violent acts, and conclude that

'this mechanism might produce less subsequent aggression than presentation of

violence without consequences.
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There is some question as to whether decreased heart rate indicates

decreased arousal. Lacey, et al. (1963) found decreased heart rates

associated with increased attention to outside stimulation. Wotring and

Porter find the Lacey explanationNinconsistent with their film violence data,

as it implies that subject paid more, rather than less, attention to the

aversive stimuli of blood and pain.

Another interpretationof the Lacey data is that heart rate decreases

with outside information processing. This interpretation may have value in

explaining the Wotring and Porter data.

Tne stimulus material for the violence with consequences experimental

condition featured a fight scene. This type of dramatic action is usually

presented in a very rapidly edited, visually complex way. The nonf,consequences
---

version had most of the explicit violence edited out, and consequntly could

have been a slower, less complex visual presentation. Thus the differences

found in response between tne conditions could conceivably be at least partially

the result of differences in the form complexity of the stimulus material.

It appears that both the form arousal potential and the emotional arousal

.potential of communications should be assessed in order to refine the Arousal

The research reported in this paper represents an attempt to isolate

arousal components due to the form of the program from arousal components due

to the content of tne program. By discriminating between these two sources of

arousal due to television programming, an addition to the Arousal Model can be

made. The basic researcn hypotheses are these:

HI: hmotional arousal will take place in programming segments depicting

violent acts.
Arousal due to the cognitive task of decoding complex program form

will take place in highly active programming segments.

H3: Tnese two components of arousal occur independently.
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METHOD

A network crimedetective show was video taped offtheair. The commercials

were edited out, leaving a 50minute drama. The show featured a popular bald

detective, several loud and abusive arguments and threats, one pushing incident,

one oncamera murder, and one near murder saved only by the timely arrival of

the detective.

The videotape was viewed by a panel of 31 judges, who were students in an

upperlevel undergraduate mass media course. The tape was played in twominute

segments, and all the judges were asked to rate the amount of violence in each

separate twominute segment on a fivepoint bipolar scale which ranged from

"nonviolent" to "very violent." Thus 25 ratings, one for every twominute

segment, were obtained from each judge. The means of these ratings were used

as the overt v/olence scores for the twominute program segments.

The program was also scored on the measure of form complexity (Watt and

Krull, 19.74). The measure of overt violent content served as the independent

variable representing the emotional arousal potential (content dimension) of

tne program, while the form complexity measure represented the independent

variable of form arousal potential (form dimension).

Two measures of physiological arousal, heart rate and galvanic 'skin resis

tance (GJR), were taken while subjects viewed the entire videotape. These

O
measures serves as tne dependent variables in testing the hypotheces.

several analysts strategies were carried out to test the hypotneses. Since

tnere were two dependent variables representing arousal, )t was necessary to use

multivariate statistics.

hypotnesi: One, which involved tne relationship of arousal to the appe)rance

if Niolent act.;, was testes by multiple linear regrtssion, with the overt violence

rating being the criterion variable and the heart rate and GSR readings

the preuictor variable:.

6
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Testing Hypothesis Two, which concerned the relationship of arousal to

the form aspects of the program, required the use of canonical correlation, as

the form complexity measure consisted of six indicators which were related to

4
the two arousal measures.

Hypothesis Three, which stated that the two components of arousal occur

independently, was tested by multiple partial correlation. The relationship

between each of the arousal measures and the violence rating was examined while

holding constant the six indicators of form complexity. The relationship
t

between tne arousal measures and the six indicators was then computed, while

holding constant the over violence ratting. If either the form complexity

arousal rink or the overt violencearousal link were spurious because of

covariance between overt violence and form complexity, this procedure will

cause the partial correlation representing the spurious link to go to zero

(see Blalock, 1964 for a discussion of this partialing procedure). If neither

of'fhe partial correlations are reduced to nonsignificance, it can be con

cluded that the relationship between program violence and arousal is inde

pendent of tne relationship between form complexity and arousal.

N

Two tests of each hypotnesas were carried out. The first examined the
0

relatively longterm relationsnip among tne variables by considering cnanges

in the variables throughout the entire program. The second test considered

only the shortterm change:i in variable levels from one twominute segment to

tne next. Tnus the preceding; segment provided a baseline figure for the next

segment, and changes in one variable frOm the previous segment baseline were

compared with changes in another variable, from its previous baseline.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Twentytwo female and 19 male subjects were drawn from a freshman and

sophomore introduction to communication course. Each subject was scheduled

individually for an experime4 ntal session, which lasted approximately one hour.

When the subject arrived, he or sne was led into a room set up to simulate

a normal livingroom viewing environment, with easy chairs, a couch, table

lamps, etc. A large TV monitor was on a table at 'a normal viewing distance.

:he subject was asked to take a seat in an easy chair, and fill out a m

liminary questionnaire. This questionnaire contained questions on television

viewing habits, and other simple items not analysed hee.

The subject was then told that the purpose of the experiment was to

measure nis or her physiological responses while viewing television. GSR

eectrocies were Attache° to the hand, and a small photoplethysmograph trans

ducer for heart rate measurement was attached to the thumb of the same hand.

The subject was reassured tnat no discomfort would be involved, and that the

experamenter requemteu only tnat tne subject snould move about only when

necessary. The subject informed that the expermenter would be in the next

room, mohitorlrq- the equipment, ana would be observinE through unobtrusive

oneway observation winnow.

11-1e soundproo control room contained a Grass Model 7 PolygraPn ana

videotape equipment. Leaus to the transducers were routed through a small hole

in the wall to the viewing room. Tne subject was taus in a fairly natural

situation, with the exception of the small transducers and several fine,

fezio.e wire, wn,ch cannecte° them to the polygraph.

,o ,ippeareu on tne television monitor at tne beginning of the

n the chair for 3 to 5 minutes as

O
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measurements were taken. After the initial novelty of the situation faded,

and the subject's C1-.;It reading became stable, the videotape was started.

Tne subject's CSR value immediately prior to the beginning of the video

tapetape was set at the base=line value'and all subsequent measuremen were

deviations from tnis baseline. Tnis procedure was used to control for natural

differences in skin resistance values. The plethysmograph amplifier was set

to prouuce "tickmarks" corresponding to the bloodpressure peaks associated

with each heartbeat.

Continuous CSR and heart rate measurements were recorded on chart paper

at 2.5 cm/sec. The experimenter observed any motion by the subject, and

recorded it by punning an event recording button on the polygraph. This placed

a coded mark on tne time track of the chart paper.

When the program was over, the transducers were removed from the subject's

fin(*ers, anu ne or sne was debrfgred and asked to fill out another short

-questiohnaire. Among the questions was one aAing if the subject had viewed

tne Crime araM'a episode previously. Only two of the subjects had seen the

episode usea.

JATA'i6ALYSIS

'Ihe data were f:rst transfered from the chart paper to IBM cards. The GS'?

value.; ,g ,re at 1,'decond intervals and recorded. If a movement had been

recorded In the 12seconu -Interval, tnis was also coded onto the card by means

of a "0--no movement," "1--movement" code. The number of neartbeats in each

twomlnuIe counted and recorded.

It' nslsted of the followlnp: variables for each :dib,-,ect

f;L:h Ilfrl-rii11111tC

reaulh,' was flrst corrected for tiw o!

i,t41,ect, ls very sehultive to body movement. m(!n,; of ;i

9
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test on several v9lunteers, it was determined that about two minutes was

required for a GSR reading to return to baseline after a movement. This re

turn time, because it depends on evaporation of perspiration from the skin,

would vary under different temperature and humidity conditions but remained

remarkably constant in tne airconditioned testing rooms.

To correct for body movement by the subjects, a computer program

examined the difference in GSR reading between the 12second interval in which

tnu motion occurred and the immediately_succeeding reading. Any drop,in GSR

was assumed to be tne result of body motion, rather than response to the

television. This difference was added to the GSR readings for the next two

minutes after tne uubject movement by a "straight line depreciation" method.

Onehunurea per cent of the difference was added to the\next reading, 90 to

tne one after twit, then b0, etc.

Other proolem, with Mi as an arousal measure red different correction

procedures. There are wide differences in the magnitude o4ioresponse to stimuli,

ana tnese differences may be systematic, varying according to sex, race, and

otner variabies. iht anotner way, the variance of tne GSR responses is expected

to be unequal Letweeh subjects, even if the direction of the responses is

identical. `to correct for tris unequal variance, standard scores (zscores)

were comouteu al, the ..;Sit score for each subject, based on tne GSit mean and

standard deviation for east, subect. ',lls standard score of the deviations

from the original baseline ,after correcting for body motion "is _tne fi:ift score

referred to hereafter.

Standardized "P:in ;Mete. Because tne magnitude of heart rate changes may

depend on factors such as normal restim7 heart rate, which in turn depends on
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age, physical condition, sex, etc:, a standard score for heart rate was also

computed, based on the mean and standard deviation of the heart rate for each

subject.

Standard ,Sic Deviation. The Standard GSR described above is essentially

,,---

a long-term measure, since it is-based on the mean and standard deviation of

...,

uscores over the entire program. ii parallel measure, the Standard GSR Deviation,

/

was computea to provide a short-term measure of changes in GSR. It was computed

by considering the GSR reading for the previous two-minute program segment as

the baseline, and subtracting the next GSR_reading from it. This produced 25

difference scores between each of tne adjacent program segments. To standardize

the variance of tnese deviation scores between subjec s, standard scores were

compute:, 1,-:,ea on tne mean and standard-deviation of the difference scores.

aart irate Deviation. M snort-term measure of heart rate variation was

computed. This was simply the difference in heart rate between adjacent two-

minute segment. Zacn segment served as a baseline for tne next segment, as

in tne Standard GGe Deviation computation. For example, if a subject had a

heart rate of 140 heats/segment in segment 13, and 145'beats/serment in

segment i4, tne ;:eart itate Jeviation score would be +5. If the same subject's

nears rite was 14: beat:,/segment in berment 15, the score would be -5. Tnese

deviations were initially standardized by the same procedure as Staniard C,51-i

lxviations, bit tr.e correlation between the raw deviations and the standardized

deviations was .Y), so the unstandardized scores were used. Apparently short-

term nert rate variations are less subject to systematic outside influences

tnan long -term heart rates.

derree oC Violehce. This variable was the mean of the judpe5" ratinrs for

e,eh Iwo-.c ihAte lhterw,l, a, discw,sed prev],fltv;iy..

11



Violence :);:lelence. Tnis variable represents
short-term ehanres in the

derree of violence from one two-minute segment to another. It was computed by
r-

subtractinr tne violence score of each serment from the violence score of the

previous seflnent.

?orm '1'h11; variaole is actually a set of six previousky-

developed indicators. They were conceptualized by defining some of the

elements of television program production which appeared to be related to human

information processing. TneE)e elements were operationalized in terms of In-

formation Tneory entropy scores. !These indicators are defined as follows

operational seflnitionn are contained in Appendix A):

':17e ::.tro',7 1:1 :4 fined as the (iei-ree of rpridomness of

tne time of vi:.uai duliation of discrete pnysical locations

area prorram.

(if.fined as.the derree of randomness)

of tNy ippealance of liscrete physical bonations in a

prorram.

';o ri
as the decree of ranoomne.,s

01. tn' ,JOil)10 oehavior on the part of characters

pro.Trdm.

))),, -) w I., ,iefined tnr. oe;ree of rannom-

or tr.' Jei;,rmr, )1) rtudible neNnv)ur ON the part of

c:..rncter:: in a,,)r,vrdm.

'1, .r t',11 t i'110(1 Al; t Ito nerree random-

mw":: 1,10, c)r the discrete pny:vw-Li

r,
1:; derIne(1 rJa the degree of

r rolomne..; ol time of non-vernalization oy the charac-

tc,1%. is fl ,)r); -r,,m.

1.2
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The first hypothesis predicts that increases in violence will lead to

observed physiological arousal. Table I summarizes 'I- results of the test

of this hypothesis. The degree of violence is si at,,ly associated with

the indicators of arousal. Tne long-term and short-term results differ in

which arousal indicator is most strongly associated with program violence,

however. The long-term analysis andacates that most of the covariance 3S a

result 61' the relatlonship between violence and GSR. The short-term analysis

indicates tnat heart rate devaation, rather than GSR deviation, is the

variable most strongly associated wit'. differences in violence.'

Tne second hypothesis predicts that an increase an the form somplexity of

thu pr),--ram is associated with -the physiological arousal of the viewer. As

.:rule sh,;w:;, the taro -order correlations between the two indicators of

ana the .,ix Indicators ;If form complexity give little immediate inda-

ction ol :ti,yort for this hypothesis. The actual test of the hypothesis con-

cernh the oversilrelationsnap between the two sets of variables, however. 'ryas

teht Inaae L',/ canonical correlation, and summarized in the second Art of

Liabie IT. (ihe canosical correlation between the two sets of variables is a

rulativoly -troh.* intIchticq: support for the second hypothesis. Strikingly,

-1: the oovriahce between the two sets of indicators as alorm sanc7le

s:menoh, ih,11cTitea by a remalninr eigenvalue of only .Call after the removal

of thb -ingle dimnh)on reprel:entiwe maximum covariance. The large chi-square

the ,lerih.,te non-randomnehs of the cdvariation between the criterion

,ht ;welictor

cariohic;ii which are similar to raw regressaon

th:tt the ;ir(.(ttloh covariance as correct. If the form complexity

13
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indir-,-,rs increased in value, the standard GSR would decrease as shown by the

net; coefficient; and the standard heart rate would increase. This in-

crease in heart rate and decrease in GSR are indicative of an arousal condition.

The second part of Table II, which summarizes the short-term covariance

of the variables, follows the same pattern. The form complexity indicators

appear more strongly related to heart rate deviations than to GSR deviations

in the zero-order form. The overall canonical correlation between the two sets .

of variables is less strong; in tne short-term analysis than it is in the long-

term, although it is still highly significant.

r'urtner differences in short-term versus long term analyses are apparent

in Table III, when tne relationships between the form complexity indicators and

eucn of the pnysiological indicators are examined separately. GSR levels are

more strongly associated with differences in form complexity than are heart rates

wae-m-t-ne enti e prorram TO analysed-. The reverse is true when segment-to=surment

differences in indicators are examined. All analyses are significant in the

predicted uariectIon, however, providing further support for Hypothesis Two.

llypotnes.; Three predicts that tne arousal effects of- violence should be

separate from tne arousal effects of form complexity. However, as Table IV

snows, tr.rire as a uefinite relatiohsnip between prof7ram violence and form com-

plex.ty. Yhe maltiple 1; between violence and form /complexity found in the

t)rp-ram tf,as experiment wis .53, which does not reach sinifacance,

:,ante tnere are only z1 two-minute sei7nents on which to compare scores, hut

which indihate ,111):,tantlal covariance. interestingly, the zero-order

corre:ataonh aftlacate a neative relationship betweenform compiexity and

vaoince. Th,- ah IN cohtraht to tne results for all prime-time sLows (Watt

and F:ru,1, 1;:4, ,ro,:uced a nwnly ulnificant positive a:-mclation hetween

fort:. compie,(1ty a1,1 v.-)Lence. The silow used in this experiment wa^ apparently

atyplcfli ih thls re-p-ct. skgment-to-segment differences in form complexity

14
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and violence scores were similarly related, but less strongly, with a multiple

Rof .38.

There is too much covariance in both long-term and short-term complexity

and violence scoresto allow any obvious conclusions to be dawn about the real

source of variation in the physiological arousal indicators. An additional

analysis is necessary to test hypothesis Three.,

If the real source of variation is the degree of violence in programming,

and not the form complexity of the program, then holding constant the violence

should remove the relationship between form complexity and arousal. This

partial correlation procedure was carried out, and the results are in Table V.

For the Jong-term analysis of CSR, controlling for violence reduces all

correlations between form complexity indicators and Standard CSR to non-sir-

nifacance. Tnis indicates tnat the true source of variation in long-term CSR

is the oegree of violence in tae prorram. Long-term Standard Heart Rate

presents a mixed picture. Controllanr for violent contept reduced three of the

andacators of form complexity to non-sarnifacance, but three others remain

sarnifacant.

Snort-term ci),anre an GSR are not as clearly the result of chanp-es an

violence, as tne second part or Ti :hit: V shows. Four of fhe form complexity

indicators are reduced to non-significance by controlling for chnnrPs in

violence, but two remain significant. Short-term heart rate deviations, how-

ever, are clearly not affected by changes in the degree of violence, ,since the

zero- order correlations between form complexity cnanges and neart rate change,

are eL,I.entially not modified by controlling for changes in violence.

(latle VI snow- the re-n;t:. of controlling for tne form complexity indi-

cator:. on tro: relatIonsnlp between pnyniological indicators and violence. Tr

15
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the true source of variation in arousal is form complexity, this partialling

should reduce tne arousal-violence link to non-significance.

For the long-term GSR, controlling for form complexity does not reduce the

relationship between GSR and violence to non - significance. This further rein-

forces the conclusion that long-term GSR scores are related to the program

violence, not to the form complexity.

The short-term GSR deviations give opposite results, with the association
,

between GSR changes and violence changes being reduced almost to zero by con-

trolling for form complexity changes. This indicates that short-term GSR

differences are more likely caused by form complexity changes than by changes

in the degree of violence.

The long -term Standard Heart Rate association with the degree of violence

is (lot reduced to non - significance by controlling for form complexity. Since

the form complexity-arousal link also was not reduced to non-significance by

Controlling for'violence (Table V), the result: is support for Hypothesis Three,

i.e. that form complexity and violence are independent causes of arousal, at

least in the case of long- -term neart rate cnanres.

This conclusion is more stronrly indicated when examininr the snort-term

neart deviation. Controllinr for changes in viol'ence left the 4J;sociations

between all tne form complexity indicators and heart rate deviation hirnly

rn)fic,int, (Table V), and cohtrol'int- for form complexity still leaves n

hirhly significant asoclatIon between chances in violence and neart rate

deviation (Table VI ).

Tne esult:, of tne partial correlational tests of Hypothesis Three can

be .enerally summtrized:

Lon,7-*.erm cz,n'eL, In ';:ln are produced by change.; in prorram violence, not

by ct,aro-L, iI, i 7. comple,rity. :.upport for the independence of arousal causeb

a

Is f')un,I.

16
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2. Shortterm changes in CSR are produced by changesvin program form

complexity, and not by changes in program violence. No support for Hypothesis

Three is found.

3. Longterm changes in heart rate are produced independently by both

changes in program form complexity and changes in program violence. The re-

-sults are somewhat weak but can be interpreted as mild support for Hypothesis

Three.

4. Snortterm changes in heart rate are clearly producea independently

by both changes in form complexity and changes in violence. Hypothesis Three

is definitely supported. (
,)ISCUSSION

The results of this experiment in reneral support the idea that content

free form aspects of televisioh can produce arousal in the viewer, and can ao,
so indeF,udently of the arousal prooucediby violent content. This conclusion

2

is subject to some onservea limitations, however.

i
The conclusion holos most stronrly if one consiaers change:; in heart rate

over short perios.; of time. ',.:;rick- it is a common, rebearch proceaure to present

only several minute:, w),' film or television to a group of experimental. subjects ;,

aria to meo:,hre chanres in heart rate as a sinrle indicator of arousal, we ri -ht

i

r

have ended tills paper with the L,troh,:, unequivocal conclusion stated above, if

we nao had the luck to limit the experimental proceaute to the correct time

frame aria the correct inoicator of arousal.

If we hao measured mild 1:;i;, another standard indicator of arousal, over a

short per,oa of time, we woulo have ooncludea that the degree of violence Writ;

not airectly prooucihr arousal lli the viewer, but was rather covaryine7 with the

I

c
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real cause of viewer arousal, the contentfree form complexity of the program.

Tnis would have been a fairly startling, McLuhanlike statement, and we

almost wish we could make it.

On the other hand, if we had used GSR over a longer period of time as the

indicator of viewer arousal, we would have had clear evidence that the degree

of violence is the true source of arousal in the viewer, and that the seeming

link between form complexity and arousal is spurious.

How can we explain these seemingly inconsistent results? iirst,lby dis

tinguishinr between lo ngterm and shortterm arousal, and hypothesizing

different, causal mecnani\ms for each. If violence produces longterm arousal

and form complexity produces snortterm arousal, some of the results become more

plausabie.

for example, in the long term GSR analysis arousal due to form complexity

would appear as transient chanres over short time periods, and thus would be

likely to look like error. In tne shortterm GSR analysis, thifarousal produced

by violence would look more like a baseline shift of GSR, and would be :rni5red.

The variance would then 4ppear to be produced mainly by toe cnanges in form

complexity.

Tnis snort and longterm distinction can provide Jipost hoc explanation

of the neart rate results, too. Although both tne short and longterm analyses

lead to the concluhion tnat incre,o,es in program violence and in form complexity

were independently associated with increases in heart rate, ,tne association was

imuct stronger for form comilexity in tne orortterm case. This would to the

f\ form complexity produced shortterm heart rate changes, and violence

produued chdnres.

18
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The differences between the results obtained when GSR was used as the

indicator of arousal and when heart rate was used bears some discussion. The

first noteworthy fact is that the Standard GSR and the Standard Heart Rate

correlated at only -.15. This represents a very low covariance for two in-

dicators presumed to be tapping the same concept, viewer arousal. Some of this

lack of covariance is due to measurement error, some sources of whicii are dis-

cussed below. But our suspicion is that heart rate and GSR may be indicators

of different kinds of arousal. Although this is completely speculative, it may

be that heart rate changes are more closely linked to cognitive information

- processing as suggested by the work of Lacey, while GSR is linked more strongly

to affective, higher level reactions. This would be consistent with our results

which indicate that heart rate changes over a short period of time covary most

strongly with form complexity, while (;fll? levels over a longer period of time

are tied most strongly to violence levels, which presumably represent agents of

emotional arousal.

If tnis time-frame distinction between arousal produced by violence and

arousal produced by form complexity proves to be true, then it has some

implications when appileo to preclictions of viewer aggressiveness. The Arousal

..oriel predict:, t:,at viewers are more likely to be aggressive when in an aroused

state. however, If the arousal is short-term, such as that produced by for

complexity, then It- fTect on viewer arrressiveness 1;bould besli;,ht, unless

!

!

Vil-'6 lap from in front of tne set to carry out argressiVe acts.

Long -term arousal, on the other hand, would be likely to produce increased

levels of af-c-ressiveness. A residual of long-term arousal'caused by viewinr

viohence coal,i oc, present ih tne viewer at a Pater time, wnen an aggressive act

ri;,,ed for.
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Should ihTs sPeculation be verified, its implications to television

producers 16 clear. Shortterm arousal produced by visual and auditory

editing and plot techniques may be beneficial in gaining viewer attention,

and aiding learning (cf. Wartella and Ettema, 1974). This type of arousal

would,not have lasting consequences. But arousal produced by violent acts

could have adverse social effects. Sesame Street might arouse briefly with

its quick transitions and varied format, but the arousal should disappear

quickly. Nannii might arouse to the same degree, but the arousal might persist.

Obviously, tnis is an empirical question which must be investigated.

Research findings which seemed to link levels of aggressiveness to form

complexity (Krull and Watt, 1973) would at first appear to provide evidence

against this speculation. However, as the introduction to this paper indicated,

the form complexity and violence arousal components of programming nave not been

previously separated, and they do covary. Thus the measures of form mplexity

in the previous research, wriicn were taken as representing arousal potential,

may have been actually representing longterm emotional arousal potential, lira

covariance watn form complexity, rather than form arousal potential. The resolu

tion of this question awaits further research.

One last aspect of lads eAperiment warrants discusion: the relatively

low correlatlons :inci estimates of covariance found among all varianles. Typical

ranges of 1/.1mA:ice expl;lined In ohe variable by anothur wirmule were 3-5,',

iiere are some possIc sources of the unexplained error' Variance.

Pn,-/:;:o10.71(w.1 Ari:oirement Validity. It was very clear durin,- the

coar:,u of tree experiment that suh;7,ects' prysiological responses were var!lhg

w:th evert.: other ttiri program form changes ano prmram Iflolonce.

Otr,(,r wL;ch miAt hA.ve prooucod phynlolorlcal chAnrefl

20



a. response to_sexual attractiveness of actors.

b. "internal" information, rocessing, i.e. daydreaming.

c. novelty and suspense of the plot (cf. Berlyne, 1963; 1971).

d. subject movement.
e. humor in the plot.
f. the novelty of the experimental situation.

g. subject fatigue over the course of the experiment.

Only one of these, subject movement, was accounted for by the experimental

data processing procedure. This correction for movement might have introduced

some error of its own, however.

2. Fhyi,iological :lieasurement Reliability. Some error could be due to

measurement and data analysis problems, like:

a. GS'', contact resistance changes over the long period of measurement.
There was a definite problem with the contact paste drying, pro
ducing a slowly increasing resistance.

b. erroneous corrections for movements which did not actually affect

physiological radinrs.
c. experimenter error in observing movement.

d. the use of standard scores, which may mask large differences in
some subLects, while exaggerating differences in other subjects.

e. "ceiling" and "floor" effects in measurements. Some subjects had
such low skin resistance that almost no variation in Gai was

observed.

3. Progrsm Attribute 1{elihLality and Validity. Y,easurement of the degree

of violence and the form complexity of programming was also subject to errors

like these:

a. The attribute "violence" may have been interpreted differently by
different judges, leading to errors in assessing violence levels

in the program segments.
o. The form complexity indicators tap only some of the form aspects

of television programming. Other unmeasured aspects related to
numan information processing would appear as error.

4. Experimental Because of the naturalistic nature of the

experiment, certain po;h3ibly relevant factors could not be controlled. Tnese

include:

a. order of presentation of the various levels of violence and form

complexity.
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b. combinations of levels of form complexity and violence. There

may be hidden interaction effects which appear as error variance.

c. repeated time series, measurements on the same subjects may in
troduce autocorrelation errors in variable levels.

Control of as many as possible of these sources of error in future research
,

should give better measurement and more convincing results. The results of

r

this experiment seem to warrant this effort in the future.



TABLE I

RELATIONSiiTTSBOIME-PRYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES AND VIOLENCE
i

Criterion Predictor Variables Simple Beta

Variable Correlation Weight

.

VIOLENCE STANDARD GSR -.19 -.18

STANDARD HEART RATE .07 .05

VIOLENCE
DIFFERENCE

Multiple R = .19

F-Value of Rerresslon = 19.8
witn 2 and 1022d.f.; p4<.001

STA:;DARD Sij DEVIATIO:. -.02 -.01

HEART LiV2E DEVIATIO:4 .15 .15

Y.ultiple R = .15

F-Value of Re,7re;: sion = 5.38

witn 2 and 1022 d.f.; pc .005

r
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TABLE II

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES AND FORM COMPLEXITY

Simple Correlations

SET TME ENTROPY

STANDARD CSR STANDARD HEART RATE

.07

*

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY 07 .06

VERBAL TIME ENTROPY .06* .02

VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY .02 .02
**

SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY .00 .10

**
NONVERBAL DEPENDENCE ENTROPY .08 .02

N = 1025

*
p .05

Canonical Correlation

Criterion Variable:;: L'ET TIE E,;TROPY

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY

VERI:AL TI;;E EWROPY

VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY

SET CONSTRAINT nNTOPY

NONVERBAL DEPENDENCE ENTROPY

Predictor Varlahle:.: GSR

:;TA;;JARD HEART RATE

e:102liwi1ue:, 1;em7ve6: 1

06

C:c,01,1c;).1 Corrclritlon:

Chi Squ,tre: ',).) With ;2 p v.001

24

Canonical Coefficients
-14.86

12.33

-23.43

23.97

2.05

7.33

-15.06

15.12



TABLE II
(Continued)

Simple Correlations

SET TIME ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

VERBAL TaE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

NONVERBAL DEPENDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

N = 1025

*
P .05

* *

STANDARD CSR DEVIATION HEART RATE DEVIATION

**
.07 .14

** **
.10 .13

**
.00 .09

**
.02 .11

* *
.02 .11

* *
.05 .18

Canonical Correlation

Criterion Variablec: SET Thar. ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

VERhAL ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

VERlua, INCIDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

NONVERHAL DEPENDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

Predictor Variaoles: 5TANDARD G:-:R DEVIATION

ziEART.RATE DEVIATION

Removen: 1

E1rTnva1ue Renia]nini7: .03

Canonical Corr('Iatlon: .17

GnuSquare: with 12 p .001

Canonical Coefficients

38.5

11.54

44.47

50.a2

13.i8

1.16

22.49

22.96



Criterion
Variable

TABLE III

MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES
AND FORM COMPLEXITY

Predictor Variables
o'

STANDARD GSR SET TIME ENTROPY

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY

VERBAL TIME COPY

VERBAL INCIDENCE EA,;TROPY

SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY

NONVERBAL DEPENDENCE ENTROPY

Multiple R = .21

FValue of Regre2:;ion = 7.7
with 6 and 1016 d.f.; p

STANDARD SET ,;ME ,NTROPY

HEART RATE'
:JET iW3IDENCE ENTROPY

VE-riAL TIE ENT:iOPY

VERFIAL INCIDEN0i,' ENTROPY

CO..STRAI:,,T ENTROPY

NOkiVERBAL DEPNDENCE ENTROPY

;,,ult3ple R = .12

PValue of RepTer,sion = 2.57
wltn 6 aria 101c; d.f.; p .025

Simple

Correlation
Beta
Weight'

.09 .32

.07 .27

.06 .57

.02 -.59

.00 .07

.08 .13

.001

.07 .12

.06 .09

.02 .18

.02 .21

.10 .11

.02 .03



TABLE III
(Continued)

Criterion PredictIor Variables Simple Beta

Variable Correlation Weight

STANDARD CSR SET TIME ENTROPY DIFFERENCE , -.07 .10

DEVIATION
SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE F -.10 -.11

VERBAL TINE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE .00 -.19
C

VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE .02 .22

SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPy DIFFERENCE -.02 -.02

NON-VERBAL DEPENDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE -.05 .06

liEART RATE
AVIATION

Xultiple R'= .13

r' -Value of Reg-resskon = 3.10

with 6 and 1018 d.f.; p .005

EET TIE' ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

:.LT INCIDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

VERBAL TIF,E ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

SET.00=THAINT ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

NON-VERoAL DEPENDENCE ENTROPY DIFFERENCE

ultapie a = .26

e-Value of Regreosion = 13.93-
wlth 6 and 101P A.f.; p c .001

27

. 14 -.16

.13 .26

.09 -.42

. 11 .54

.11 .04

.18 .24



Criterion
Variable

TABLE IV

RELATIONSHIPG BETWEEN PROGRAM VIOLENCE AND FORM COMPLEXITY

Predictor Variables

VIOLENCE SET TIME ENTROPY

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY

VERBAL TIME ENTROPY

VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY

SET CONSTRAINT ENTA)PY

NON-VERh;,L DEPENDE:iCE ENTROPY

Multiple R = .53

VIOLENCE
DIFFERENCE

F-Vnlue of Re,,Tession = 1.177
witn 6 and.1 d.f.;

Simple Beta

Correlation Weight

-.35

-.29

-.23

-.19

-.04

.13

-.86

.63

-1.29

jr' ?I:,,.. E-0Tii0PY DI,'71..NCE -.05 -.16

:;i.:T INCILENCE E::Tii0PY DII'AUEier.; -.05 .25

VER,',AL "iri E:,;TI{OPY iJIARENCE -.05 . -1.41

DIFFERENCE -.34 1.))4

CON:',TRA,,T ENTROPY JIFFERENCE -.14 -.46
ct.

E:,7DOPY DIPFERENCE .11 .27

nr = .4)
with t, an6 13 u.r.; n.s.

.28



TABLE V

PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGYCAL MEASURES AND FORN COMPLEXITY

Partial Corr. And Controlling

Between For

STANDARD GER

STD HEART RATE

SET TIEE ENTROPY
SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY
VERBAL TINiE ENTROPY
VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY
SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY
NON-VERBAL DEPENDENCE

ENTROPY

SET TrpiE ENTROPY

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY
VERBAL TINE ENTROPY
VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY
SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY
NON-VERBAL LEI'ENDENCF;

ENTROPY

VIOLENCE

VIOLENCE

STD GAR SET ri.D.E EN'11ROIY VIOLENCE
DEVIATION DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY
DIFFERENCE

VERBAL TINE ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
ST ANT ENTROPY )E CONSTR

DIFFERENCE
NON-VERIAL DEPENDENCE

ENTROPY DIFF2RENCE

Is P<

.03 n.s.

,.03 n.s.

.01 n.s:

.01 n.s.

.01 n.s.

.07 n.s.

.10 .002

.03 .01

.00 n.s.

.01 n.s.

.10, .001

.01 n.s.

-.03 .01

.10 .001

.00 n.s.

.02 n.s.

.02 n.s.

.05 n.s.

aART RATE SET TI,E .,,..ROPY VIOLENCE

DEVIATION DIFFERENCE .15 .001

SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY
DIFFERENCE .14 .001

VERBAL ENTOPY
DIFFERE:,CE .10 .001

VERBAL INCIDENCE . ;::':'ROPY

.12 .001

SET aL,STRAINT ENTROPY
DIFFERENCE .13 .001

NON-VER::AL DEPENDENCE
ENTROPY DIFFERENCE .17 .001
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TABLE VI

PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES AND VIOLENCE

Partial Corr. And Controlling

Between For

STANDARD CSR
/

Is P<

VIOLENCE SET TIME ENTROPY
SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY
VERBAL TIME ENTROPY
VERBAL INCIDENCE: ENTROPY
CET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY
NON-VERBAL DEPENDENCE

ENTROPY -.10 ,002

STD HEART RATE VIOLENCE SET TIME ENTROPY
SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY
VERBAL TIME ENTROPY
VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY
SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY
NON-VERBAL DEPENDENCE \

ENTROPY .13 .001

STD CSR DEVIATION VIOLENCE SET TIME ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
SET INCIDENCE ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
VERBAL TIME ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
VERBAL INCIDENCE ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
NON-VERBAL DEPENDENCE

ENTROPY DIFFERENCE -.03

HEART :ATE
DEVIATION

1

VTOLE;;Cp,

DIFFERE:;CE

n:::,..

2 ET TIa ENTROPY
DIFFERENCE

;,iii' INCIDENCE ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
VERBAL TIRE ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
:SET CONSTRAINT ENTROPY

DIFFERENCE
NON-VERBAL DEPENDENCE

ENTROPY DIFFERENCE .13 .001

10
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIOJS OF FORM COMPLEAM ILNWICATORS

Set Time Entropy is defined as 'the degree of randomness of the time of

visual duration of discrete physical locations in a program. Its operational

definition is:

k t set tset

HST a -E i
1n2

i

.0i tshow 7;7137
Where tseti e. total time the

ith set appears.

tshow m total time of

the show

k .0 no. of seta

Set Incidence Entropy is defined as the.degree of randomness of the

appearance of discrete physical locations in a program. Its operational

definition is:

k nset nset
HSI a -E ---1- log2 Th-----i

4.1 nsetshow setshow
Where nseti = number of times

the ith set

7 appears

n . = number of times
se-show

all sets appear
in the show

\, k = number of sets

Verbal Time Entropy is defined as the degree of randomness of the time

of audible behavior on the part of characters in a program. Its operational

definition is:

k t
char

a
tchnr

i,HVT -E _____i Log Where t = total time the
i=l charitverbal tverbal ith character

produces sound

tverbal = total verbal time

k = number of
characters

33
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Verbal Incidence Entropy is defined as the degree of randomness of the

performance of audible behavior on the part of characters in a program. Its

operational definition is:

k n
char, nchar

iHVI -E log,
ncharshow ncharshow

Where nchari num
imbes

er of
t the ith

-character
verbalizes

nchar
es total ver-

OglOW balizations
in show

k ors no. of
-characters

Set Constraint Entropy is defined as the degree of randomness of the

constraints of the discrete physical locations in a program. The operational

definition of a constraint is the appearance,of an interior wall. The

operational definition of the indicator is:

HSC
t
inside log2

t inoide
tshow tshow

Where tinside total time spent"
with indoor
locations

tshow as above°

Non-Verbal Dependence Entropy is defined as the degree of randomness of

the time of non-verbalization by the characters in a program. Its operational

definition is:

HNV w - tallow - `verbal tshow - tverbal
Whre tverbal " total

tahow
4N

tshow verbal
v time

....

for all

characters

t
show

as above
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